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We propose a model of the search term selection pro- 1. Introduction
cess based on our empirical study of professional
searchers during the pre-online stage of the search pro- The selection of search terms is one of the key pro-
cess. The model characterizes the selection of search

cesses in information retrieval. However, it is not wellterms as the navigation of different discourses. Dis-
understood and remains a key issue and problem (Fidel,course refers to the ways of talking and thinking about
1991a). Traditionally, the selection of search terms hasa certain topic; there often exists multiple, diverse dis-

courses on the same topic. When selecting search been conceptualized and described as a translation pro-
terms, searchers appear to navigate a variety of dis- cess. In the translation model, a search request, provided
courses, i.e., they view the topic of a client’s search re-

by a client, is ‘‘translated’’ into search terms. The searchquest from the perspective of multiple discourse com-
terms, ideally, represent search concepts or search topicsmunities, and evaluate and synthesize differences and
that can be input to an information retrieval (IR) systemsimilarities among those discourses when selecting

search terms. Six discourses emerged as sources of to identify documents, i.e., information-bearing items
search terms in our study. These discourses are con- such as books, articles, video, audiotapes, etc., relevant
trolled vocabularies, documents and the domain, the

to the client’s information need (see e.g., Internationalpractice of indexing, clients’ search requests, data-
Organization for Standardization, 1985; Lancaster, 1972).bases, and the searchers’ own search experience. Data

further suggest that searchers navigate these dis- The translation process is, in practice, often operationa-
courses dynamically and have preferences for certain lized as the replacement of one word with another, i.e.,
discourses. Conceptualizing the selection of search a client’s word is replaced one-for-one with a search term.
terms as a meeting place of different discourses pro-

However, a client’s information need or topic may bevides new insights into the complex nature of the search
discussed in information sources, and represented in IRterm selection process. It emphasizes the multiplicity

and complexity of sources of search terms, the dynamic systems, with a variety of words or phrases. The transla-
nature of the search term selection process, and the tion model does not encourage searchers—either profes-
complex analysis and synthesis of differences and simi- sional searchers or end-users—to generate multiplelarities among sources of search terms. It suggests that

search terms, or consider that a topic may be discussedsearchers may need to understand fundamental aspects
and represented multiple ways in information sources andof multiple discourses in order to select search terms.
IR systems. Considering the variety of ways a topic may
be discussed and represented is becoming increasingly

* To whom all correspondence should be addressed. important for several reasons. Information in many fields
(or domains) is expanding rapidly; multi- and cross-disci-
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ing the Internet are becoming increasingly diffuse and course may be navigated for every search request. De-
pending on the client’s need, a given discourse may notcomplex. As Hjerppe (1996) points out, the Internet is

very dynamic and contains many diverse documents that be required, a searcher may not have the knowledge or
skills required to traverse a discourse, and/or time andare very difficult to control. Searchers may need to consis-

tently generate new search terms that reflect the changing resources may not permit such thoroughness. These re-
sults suggest that searchers may need to understand funda-nature of information available on the Internet.

In this article, we propose a model of the search term mental aspects of multiple discourses in order to select
search terms, particularly in the pre-online stage of searchselection process based on our empirical study of profes-

sional searchers during the pre-online stage of the search term selection. This has implications for professional
searchers and educators, IR system designers and, ulti-process. Although the study concentrates on the pre-on-

line stage of the search process, search term selection is mately, clients or end-users of IR systems.
a critical issue during the entire search process. Our model
characterizes the selection of search terms not only as a

1.1. Related Studies
translation process, but also as a navigation among differ-
ent discourses. That is, the selection of search terms may Although few studies investigate human actors’ deci-

sions in the selection of search terms, several recent stud-be viewed as a process where searchers step into various
discourses and encounter, or discover, different ways of ies indicate that the selection of search terms is more than

a translation process between the client’s search requesttalking about the same topic. Search terms may be viewed
as a meeting place, or crossroads, of various discourses, and IR system-specific search terms. These studies also

indicate that professional searchers select search termsi.e., those places where concepts intersect in some way.
Discourse refers to the ways of talking and thinking from a variety of sources and may use ‘‘rules’’ to help

generate alternative search terms.about a certain topic within a community (Abercrombie,
Hill, & Turner, 1994). Discourses are not unique or sta- In their study of four professional searchers, each con-

ducting 10 searches in an academic environment, Sara-ble. There may exist different discourses of the same
topic concurrently. Further, the discourses of a topic may cevic, Mokros, Su, and Spink (1991; see also Spink &

Saracevic, 1997) analyzed clients’ written search re-change over time. Discourses also have social functions;
they have been produced in social practice and also influ- quests, videotapes, and transcripts of the interaction be-

tween each client and the professional searcher, searchence social practice. For example, the information re-
trieval research community has its own discourse that logs that captured human–computer interaction se-

quences between each professional searcher and the IRincludes concepts and terms, such as users, relevance
feedback, vector space models, probabilistic models, co- system, and clients’ relevance judgments of retrieved

items. They found that 38% of all search terms used camesines, data fusion, data visualization, etc. These concepts
and terms are used when discussing and thinking about from the written search requests; an additional 23% were

suggested by clients during the on-line search processinformation retrieval in the information science research
community. The professional library community has a with a professional searcher. Thirty-nine percent of all

search terms were derived from sources other than thesomewhat different discourse and uses concepts and
terms, such as clients, subject headings and checkings, to client. That is, 19% were derived from a thesaurus; 11%

from term relevance feedback (when relevant items werediscuss information retrieval. Of course, there is overlap
among concepts and terms between the IR research and retrieved, their examination suggested new terms); and

the professional searcher suggested 9% of all searchprofessional library discourses. Nonetheless, there are
also differences between them. The differences and simi- terms. Spink and Saracevic (1997) found that search

terms which were based on clients’ written search re-larities will persist as the two communities practice and
develop their discourses in separate and overlapping so- quests or suggested by clients during the on-line search

process were most effective in retrieving relevant docu-cial forums.
The results of our research suggest that when searchers ments (as determined by the clients) .

Shute and Smith (1993) investigated search term se-select search terms to describe a certain search topic, they
may step through various discourses in which this topic lection by a professional searcher. They found that the

searcher used knowledge about the domain to refine users’may be discussed and conceptualized differently. Search-
ers in our study navigated through six different dis- information needs and generate search terms. They sug-

gest an expert system should also use knowledge aboutcourses: The discourse of controlled vocabularies, the dis-
course of documents and the domain, the discourse of the domain to help users formulate search terms.

Fidel (1986, 1991a, 1991b, 1991c) illustrated thatindexing practice, the discourse of clients’ search re-
quests, the discourse of databases, and the searcher’s own searchers consider various alternatives for search terms

on the basis of their previous experience and their presentprevious search experiences. The searchers selected and
navigated these discourses dynamically. Some discourses work environment. Based on observation and analysis of

verbal and search protocols from 47 professional search-were preferred over others. In practice, not every dis-
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ers, Fidel proposed that the process of selecting search searcher individually formulated a query statement for a
commercial IR system for each search request, and after-terms could be formalized in ‘‘rules’’ or decision trees.

She proposed a series of rules to help determine when wards was asked to explain how they generated each
query statement.descriptors and/or free-text words should be used as

search terms. She also found that the searchers who
worked in different types of search environments (practi-

2.1. Study Participants
cal, theoretical, and general) appeared to use different
subsets of these rules. The study participants included 24 professional search-

ers from three types of search environments and eightBates (1990) considered various ways of dividing the
labor of the information search process between person information studies students at a Finnish university. The

professional searchers, who worked for different organi-and system. She pointed out that in a search process there
are different moves, tactics, stratagems, and strategies. A zations in Finland, had at least 2 years of current profes-

sional experience in information retrieval. In their organi-move is an identifiable thought or action that is a part of
information searching. A tactic is one or more moves zations, the professional searchers would normally re-

ceive client requests similar to the search requests usedmade to further the search process. A stratagem consists
of multiple tactics and/or moves. A strategy is a plan, in the study, i.e., each searcher worked in an organization

where they performed searches in the field of social sci-which contains moves, tactics, and/or stratagems, for an
entire information search. Some of the tactics (super, sub, ence. The professional searchers included: (a) nine

searchers who worked in special service-oriented searchrelate, rearrange, contrary, respell, and respace) men-
tioned by Bates are related to the selection of search from environments including special libraries and two univer-

sity libraries offering services to specific user groups invarious sources. Later Bates, Wilde, and Siegfried (1993)
found clear differences in search terms selected by schol- social science subject areas; (b) seven searchers who

worked in academically-oriented search environments in-ars with different backgrounds. They noticed that humani-
ties scholars tended to use geographical, chronological, cluding university libraries and an information bureau

offering services to academics throughout Finland; andand individual names while physical scientists used
mainly subject and common names. (c) eight searchers who worked in public search environ-

ments, e.g., large public libraries.Iivonen (1994, 1995) investigated the differences in
the selection of search terms among 32 professional The study participants who worked in special service-

oriented search environments had used external databasessearchers. She found that intersearcher inconsistency, i.e.,
differences in search terms selected for the same query for 3 years, on average. They typically used only a few

external information services, and they typically con-statement, was partly caused by the fact that searchers
considered different sources for search terms. ducted approximately 40 subject searches per month for

clients.These studies suggest that the selection of search terms
can be a complex process; searchers may consider differ- Participants who worked in academically-oriented

search environments had used external databases for 14ent sources of search terms, and individual searchers con-
sider these sources differently. years on average. In addition, they used several external

information services including international services. The
number of subject searches performed for clients in a

1.2. Research Objectives
month was approximately 77, but varied considerably
from one organization to another, ranging from 40 to 220.Therefore, our research objective is to explain more

fully the search term selection process, and individual Participants from public search environments had used
external databases for approximately 7 years. In particu-differences in this process. Through the development of

a model of the search term selection process, we aim to lar, they used those databases available in Finnish IR
systems. The number of subject searches they typicallyprovide insights into guidelines for searching practice and

education, as well as for the design of IR systems. In this performed in a month was 55, on average.
The study also included eight undergraduate studentsarticle, we begin by proposing a model of the pre-online

stage of the search term selection process. in information studies. All the students had completed 10
study weeks (approximately equivalent to 10 credits in
U.S. schools) in information storage and retrieval. In their

2. Research Approach: An Empirical Study
courses, they had received both theoretical foundations
and practical training in database structures and searching.To develop a model, we studied how 32 searchers with

different backgrounds individually conceptualized the
search term selection process during the pre-online search

2.2. Search Requests
term selection process. In our study, each searcher was
presented with 12 queries that were based on actual search Each study participant analyzed 12 search requests and

formulated query statements for them. These search re-requests received in various libraries in Finland. Each
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quests are listed in Appendix A. All were based on real stage per se or user-intermediary interaction. We chose
this approach for several reasons. We propose, as do otherquestions received at various libraries, but not at those

libraries where our study participants worked. The search researchers, that IR systems should support actors’, or
users’, cognitive processes. That is, ideally, systemsrequests were selected from requests on current topics

frequently discussed in the mass media. Each search re- should reflect and support actors’ cognitive models. One
way to discover these models is to study how actors con-quest came from the social sciences, primarily political

science. The searchers received the search requests in ceptualize the search term process in general, before they
face specific human–computer interaction issues.1 Fur-writing to guarantee that all searchers received identical

requests. The searchers were told that in all cases the thermore, searching is increasingly done by individual
users, for example, via the World Wide Web or networkedclient was a student whose intention was to write a gradu-

ate-level seminar paper. IR systems that deliver online searching capabilities to
people’s desktops. Thus, we chose to first focus on the
selection of search terms by individuals, before they inter-

2.3. Search Term Selection
act with an IR system, to increase our understanding of
the cognitive processes they bring to bear on the problem.Study participants formulated query statements for the

Finnish database KOTI, which is part of the Finnish IR Future research includes studying search term selection
during the online process and the influence of user-inter-system KDOK/MINTTU. The KOTI database contained

183,760 references at the time of the study. With this mediary interaction on search term selection.
In this study, we also did not collect data on searchsystem it is possible to use both index terms (descriptors)

from Yleinen suomalainen asiasanasto (The General term effectiveness. Clients were not asked to provide rele-
vance judgments on documents because our data was col-Finnish Thesaurus) and free-text terms as search terms.

The only way to combine search terms was to use Boolean lected during the pre-online stage of the search process.
We focused on the selection of search terms as a cognitiveoperators (due to the constraints of the KDOK/MINTTU

system). After generating the query statements, each process in order to develop a more comprehensive model
of this process; further research is required to determinesearcher was asked to explain their query statements, in-

cluding their selection of search term concepts and search how aspects of the model contribute to search effective-
ness.terms. Searchers were encouraged to speak freely and

explain their query statements in their own way. For ex-
3. Sources of Search Terms: Resultsample, the searchers were not asked if they selected search
from the Empirical Studyterms from a variety of sources; this result emerged during

data analysis. All explanations provided by the study par- The results of the data analysis indicate that when
ticipants were recorded on audiotape and transcribed. searchers select search terms, they appear to do more than

translate the client’s search request into the words of a
controlled vocabulary. From the searchers’ own explana-2.4. Data Analysis
tions, it was possible to see that they navigated, i.e., re-

The searchers’ explanations were analyzed using both flected on ways of thinking and talking about a topic in,
open coding and axial coding (Berg, 1989). During open a variety of discourses. The six discourses that emerged
coding, the data, i.e., transcripts of the explanations pro- are: Controlled vocabularies, documents and the domain,
vided by the study participants, were read thoroughly and indexing practice, client’s search requests, databases, and
carefully, and the basic concepts and categories were their previous search experience. As illustrated in Figure
identified. For example, a basic concept that emerged 1, 93.8% (30 out of 32) searchers discussed controlled
from the data focused on differences in sources of search vocabulary to explain their selection of search terms;
terms. Sources of search terms that were mentioned by the 71.9% (23 out of 32) searchers discussed documents to
searchers were then recognized as categories, or coding explain their selection; 68.8% (22 out of 32) discussed
frames. These categories are illustrated in Appendix B. the practice of indexing; 43.8% (14 out of 32) discussed
The categories were further used in the following stage clients’ words; and 31.3% (10 out of 32) discussed the
of axial coding. During axial coding, the data were reread database and their search experience to explain their se-
and organized according to the categories. It was then lection of search terms.
possible to count how many searchers generated search
terms from various discourses, and analyze differences 3.1. Controlled Vocabulary
and similarities among the different searchers. A controlled vocabulary is a fixed list of terms used

in an IR system to describe documents. It usually includes
2.5. Study Limitations

1 Of course, in practice, actors’ cognitive models are influenced by
This study focused on the pre-online search phase of IR systems, and our resulting model also includes actors’ perceptions

of IR systems.search term selection and did not investigate the online
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FIG. 1. Discourses navigated when selecting search terms.

the relationships between terms and sometimes the rules it when they justified their selection of search terms (see
Fig. 1) . For example, one searcher reported that she likedfor the use of the vocabulary, e.g., how terms should be

combined to express compound concepts such as ‘‘Finn- to use a controlled vocabulary; for one search request she
found a specific but unusual search term, ‘‘North Pole,’’ish political system.’’ Further, the vocabulary may pro-

vide rules about how to decompose words not found in in the vocabulary. (Only three searchers out of 32 used
this search term.) She described her selection of this un-the vocabulary, e.g., proper names, into vocabulary terms.

The controlled vocabulary is a discourse; it offers a frame usual search terms as follows:
through which the world can be interpreted and described.
It also restricts alternative ways of talking about topics (Search request: The naval strategies of the U.S. and the

Soviet Union with respect to military security of Northernvery clearly, and often very strongly, because terms and
Seas.)their relationships have been standardized. A controlled

I found from the vocabulary this kind of smart descrip-vocabulary is built through social practice; many profes-
tor, ‘‘North Pole.’’ Using only ‘‘northern’’ would havesionals review and contribute to it.
been too general. (ASE-1)4

In our study, the searchers’ knowledge of controlled
vocabulary2 played a very important role for the searchers

Another searcher, who selected many various searchas proposed by the translation model. Almost every
terms to describe the search concept ‘‘social problems,’’searcher (30 searchers out of 32 or 93.8%)3 referred to
found them from the controlled vocabulary. She justified
her selection the following way:

2 To enhance the readability of this text, sources of search terms are
often referred to only by their descriptors. That is, the ‘‘searchers’ knowl-

(Search request: Social problems, alienation from society,edge of controlled vocabulary’’ is simply referred to as ‘‘controlled vocabu-
lary’’ and ‘‘the searchers’ knowledge of documents and the domain’’ is
simply referred to as ‘‘documents and the domain,’’ etc.

3 Because we did not conduct a think-aloud study but relied on the 4 We use the code ASE for searchers who worked in academically-
oriented search environments, SSE for searchers who worked in specialmemory of study participants, an aggregate unit of analysis, i.e., search-

ers, was used. We cannot ascertain how accurately searchers recalled service-oriented search environments, PSE searchers who worked in
public search environments, and STE for students. The numbers distin-their thought processes when selecting terms for each and every search

request. However, we can determine general trends. guish various searchers in the same search environment type.
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and structural change in society, and their influence on (Search request: Social problems, alienation from society,
and structural change in society, and their influence onthe control people have over their everyday lives in an

affluent society.) the control people have over their everyday lives in an
affluent society)This was an extremely broad subject with so many

possibilities. So, I found one search term, ‘‘social prob- I first thought that it [ the term, welfare] may occur in
a title or in a subtitle of a book [ for] this kind of topic.lems’’, from the vocabulary. Yes, there are others that

are narrower terms for social problems; social problems . . . This [search request] is just about the context [of
the welfare state] . It is about the welfare state. If I couldis just a broader term. I was sure that alone it is not

enough. So I picked up several narrower terms from the find an author or a book from that area, I would offer it
to the client. (SSE-2)vocabulary although I left some out. I selected from the

vocabulary ‘‘alienation, isolation, unemployment, home-
lessness, alcohol problems, drug problems, poverty.’’ Because documents’ full text, i.e., the documents’ own
(SSE-1) words, and information about their domains are, in many

cases, not included in bibliographic databases, the search-
These examples illustrate that the controlled vocabulary ers reported trying to imagine which kind of titles they
is, in a very concrete way, present in the selection of could find in a certain domain. As one searcher explained:
search terms. As a discourse, the controlled vocabulary
offers ways to talk about a certain topic and how to navi- (Search request: Islam in international politics)
gate within topics. At the same time, however, it restricts I imagined titles such as ‘‘The Position of Islam in
other alternatives very clearly and often very strongly. In International Politics,’’ ‘‘The Role of Muslims.’’ . . .

Now I do not remember others, but I had several titlesthe controlled vocabulary, there always exists the function
in mind. (SSE-3)of standardization; both the preferred terms and their rela-

tionships have been standardized. By showing the rela-
In a certain way, it is a challenge for searchers to exploretionships between terms, the controlled vocabulary can
those other words with which the topic of a search requestalso define concepts for searchers (as illustrated in the
may be discussed in documents. It is a real task to findprevious example) . It does not matter if the concept defi-
an appropriate context within the literature in a domainnition is correct or wrong, the concept is defined in any
for a search request.case. For example, it is possible that concepts and rela-

tionships between concepts are defined differently among
controlled vocabularies. However, the definitions and re-

3.3. Indexing Practicelationships are given, i.e., fixed, in each vocabulary and
cannot be changed; searchers must use them ‘‘as is.’’ Indexing practice can be described as those work rou-

tines, procedures, rules, and restrictions followed in the
indexing process including indexing policy and specific

3.2. Documents and the Domain
decisions made by indexers. This practice of indexing
shapes and is shaped by discourse created through formalDocuments are not only information-bearing items, but

can be viewed as artifacts of a discourse the author wishes and informal discussions among professionals at profes-
sional conferences and seminars, and in articles andto conduct across time and/or distance. A document’s

title is a brief description of that discourse. Documents’ books, etc. Studies of indexing practice (e.g., Iivonen,
1990; Leonard, 1977; Markey, 1984) have shown thattitles and abstracts (when available) are from a domain

discourse. They represent how a certain topic is discussed professional indexers working in different organizations
may use the same controlled vocabulary differently. Thus,in text within a community of authors and publishers.

There can be many ways of discussing the same topic. we propose that a controlled vocabulary is one discourse,
and the practice of indexing, i.e., how a controlled vocab-However, an author’s title and abstract usually reflects

only one particular way. Documents and their titles were ulary is used, is another. Although the practice of indexing
may vary between organizations, each practice reflects aalso an important source for search terms in our study.

Twenty-three searchers (71.9%) referred to documents particular way of thinking about topics, relationships
among topics, and relationships among documents andand their titles in their justification of search terms. To

select search terms, they thought about the ways that topics. The discourse of indexing practice favors specific
ways of talking about documents and topics, while notauthors of documents wrote and thought about the topics

mentioned in the search requests. For example, for a accepting other ways.
In our study, the searchers were heavily involved insearch request where social problems and people’s every-

day lives in society were discussed, one searcher selected the discourse of indexing practice. Many searchers (22
out of 32, or 68.8%) mentioned assumptions related tosearch terms ‘‘welfare’’ ( in Finnish, ‘‘hyvinvointi’’) and

‘‘welfare state’’ ( in Finnish, ‘‘hyvinvointivaltio’’) . These the practice of indexing when they justified the selection
of search terms. They thought how indexers would havesearch terms were not mentioned in the search request.

However, the searcher justified her selection as follows: used index terms in describing certain topics. One
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searcher considered the possible hierarchical levels of sert Storm), mathematics (multiplication is an operation),
and manufacturing (a work process) .terms selected by indexers:

In our data, slightly under half of the searchers (14
out of 32, or 43.8%) indicated that they selected certain(Search request: Women as candidates, votes received
words for search terms because they were mentioned inby women candidates and women’s voting behavior in
a search request. The words of search requests were notFinland in parliamentary elections in the 1980s)
always considered good ones by the study participants,I also took this term, ‘‘elections,’’ just to be sure. We
but they were, nonetheless, used by the study participants.may assume that a book is about women in elections in

general, e.g., in presidential elections, in local elections, As one searcher explained:
and in parliamentary elections. . . . Maybe it is not
indexed by the term ‘‘parliamentary elections’’ . . . (Search request: Islam in international politics)
(SSE-4) I would say that these words are not good ones, not

at all. But I used this ‘‘international politics’’ in any case
because it was in a search request. (STE-1)The practice of indexing produces ways of talking about

a certain topic, and these ways may differ from the ways
Another searcher described her confidence in the client’sproduced by the authors of the documents, or even the
words as follows:controlled vocabulary. All alternatives offered in the con-

trolled vocabulary are not used in practice. It is under-
standable that the searchers take the practice of indexing (Search request: The influence that alternative activities
into account when they select search terms. and environmental movements have on social decision-

making and the use of power, and on solving global envi-
ronmental problems)

This was difficult. I selected ‘‘environmental move-3.4. Clients’ Search Request
ments’’ and ‘‘alternative activities.’’ I would not have
noticed that ‘‘alternative activities.’’. . . I think that ifA search request is a description of the client’s infor-
the search request could have been formulated in anothermation need. The description is generally created by a
way, I would not have noticed it. . . . I would have usedclient and presented to the searcher to initiate the search
‘‘environmental movements’’ and ‘‘nature conservation

process. The search request may be expressed either in a movements.’’ (PSE-1)
written or spoken form. As shown in other studies (e.g.,
Saracevic et al., 1991) searchers use the search request

As these examples illustrate, it is not always easy forto locate information that, ideally, satisfies the client’s
searchers to accept a client’s discourse. A client’s dis-information need. Spink and Saracevic (1997) identified
course may introduce a new way of talking about a topicterms from the client’s search request as the most effec-
and, hence, new search terms to be considered.tive in retrieving relevant documents.

When clients describe a search request in their own
words, they bring their own discourse, or way of commu- 3.5. Database
nicating about a topic, to the search process. The clients’
words are not necessarily very familiar to professional Databases are collections of data stored in formats

which allow the data to be retrieved and manipulated. Itsearchers. Searchers may, however, trust the clients’ ways
of talking about the topic and consider the clients’ words is important to note that various databases have different

contents and indexing structures. For example, many data-as search terms. When clients name a certain concept
with a certain word (or group of words) they potentially bases in commercial IR systems contain information

judged by the providers to pertain to certain subject cate-communicate more than the topic of a search request. It
may also inform the searcher about the domain and tradi- gories or to be relevant to their market niche. Further-

more, some bibliographic databases include document ti-tion from which the client comes. This is because topics
and concepts are often discussed with different words tles, author, language, year of publication, publisher, and

keywords/descriptors; others also include text abstracts.within different traditions. For example, the concept
‘‘user-system interaction’’ found in the information sys- The decisions regarding the content and structure of data-

bases are usually made by systems analysts and marketingtems community is also referred to as ‘‘human–computer
interaction’’ in the human factors and psychology com- executives or managers. Thus, the database represents

perspectives on a topic, including what should be includedmunities, as ‘‘man–machine interaction’’ in the engi-
neering community, and as ‘‘user interfaces’’ in the com- in the topic area, what types of information are important

within a topic area and how users should access this infor-puter science community. Similarly the same word may
represent different concepts in different communities. For mation. In this sense, the database can be viewed as con-

structing a discourse, a way of interacting and perceivingexample, the word ‘‘operation’’ represents different con-
cepts in medicine (surgery) , military (e.g., Operation De- the aboutness of documents. Therefore, a database may
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influence the selection of search terms because the data- One might expect that searchers would also mention
formal knowledge about the search process when describ-base represents a discourse.

The data from our study illustrated that the database ing why they selected certain search terms, in addition to
mentioning their experience. However, this was not theinfluences and helps frame the selection of search terms.

However, somewhat surprisingly to us, it was not cited case. In addition, the low percentage of searchers explic-
itly mentioning or reflecting on their previous search ex-as a strong influence. Only 10 searchers (31.3%) referred

to the database when they justified their selection of perience within discourses was surprising. There are sev-
eral possible explanations for this. One is methodological.search terms. They considered whether a certain search

term could be, or could not be, useful in the database, or It has been noticed that it is difficult for professionals to
describe aloud the effect of their own experience on theirif they would need many or only a few search terms

in searching the database. One searcher described this performance (Schön, 1983). Perhaps searchers in this
study implicitly made assumptions based on their previ-situation as follows:
ous experience and just did not make the connection be-
tween experience and decision making explicit.5 Alterna-(Search request: The naval strategies of the U.S. and the
tively, we must consider that the dynamic nature of pro-Soviet Union with respect to the military security of the
fessional searching, including the diversity of searchNorthern seas)

This is also a topic from which there does not exist requests, may provide minimal opportunity for searchers
so much; at least in the KOTI-database, there does not to generalize across searches. Or, perhaps we do not teach
exist so many documents. Therefore, I tried to find many or sufficiently emphasize this skill in our courses on pro-
alternatives for search terms. (ASE-2) fessional searching.

Previous search experience produces ways of thinking
about topics, and these ways may differ from the way the
clients think about topics. Further research is required to

3.6. Previous Search Experience within Discourses determine if formal knowledge about the search process
also provides a discourse to explore when selecting search

For some people, expertise in searching (or any other
terms.

skill ) may be built through practical experience. The prac-
tical search experience of professional searchers is shaped
by access to, and selection and frequency of use of, differ- 3.7. Selection of Search Terms in the Different Types
ent databases and different IR systems. It is also shaped of Search Environments
by their exposure to controlled vocabularies, documents,
indexing practice, clients’ search requests, and discus- Differences in the influence of different discourses in
sions among searchers. It is obvious that this experience the selection of search terms emerged between searchers
may form a way of thinking and talking about the selec- working in the different types of search environments
tion of search terms. It may define a set of rules that (see Table 1). Although the number of participants from
describe ways of constructing search terms (see, e.g., each environment is too small to determine if the differ-
Fidel 1991a, 1991b, 1991c). These rules provide some ences between search environments are statistically sig-
methods of search term construction and eliminate others. nificant, several trends appear to emerge from the results.
Searchers’ previous experience may be conceptualized as Only the controlled vocabulary was frequently referred
a discourse that they may navigate when selecting search to as a source of search terms in each type of search
terms. environment. This illustrates the strong position of the

Surprisingly, only 10 searchers (31.3%) in our study discourse of controlled vocabularies for professional
referred to their own previous search experience when searchers. The searchers working in academically-ori-
they justified the selection of search terms, although 24 ented and special service-oriented search environments
subjects out of 32 had a minimum of 2 years professional took into account documents and their titles more often
search experience. One searcher described the effect of than the students or the searchers working in public search
her own search experience as follows: environments. The collections of documents in academi-

cally-oriented and special service-oriented search envi-
ronments are more limited than in public search environ-(Search request: Social problems, alienation from society,

and structural change in society, and their influence on ments where all possible subject areas are included. It
the control people have over their everyday lives in an may therefore be easier for the searchers in these environ-
affluent society.) ments to think about the discourse of documents. Possibly

I once searched about alienation and noticed that it is
impossible to find anything about it. Somehow it was the
only exact social-psychological term in the request and I 5 This may indicate that previous search experience should not be
knew already beforehand that it does not work. This gave considered a separate source of search terms. However, we leave it as

a separate category until this issue has been resolved.me a bit of a headache. (PSE-2)
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TABLE 1. Discourses navigated by searchers working in different types of search environments.*

Type of search environments

Special service- Academically-
oriented search oriented search Public search Student All search

environment environment environment environment environments

Discourse (n Å 9) (%) (n Å 7) (%) (n Å 8) (%) (n Å 8) (%) (n Å 32) (%)

Controlled vocabulary 9 100.0 6 85.7 7 87.5 8 100.0 30 93.8
Documents 8 88.9 6 85.7 5 62.5 4 50.0 23 71.9
Practice of indexing 7 77.8 6 85.7 5 62.5 4 50.0 22 68.8
Clients’ words 2 22.2 5 71.4 4 50.0 3 37.5 14 43.8
Database 1 11.1 3 42.9 5 62.5 1 12.5 10 31.1
Own search experience 2 22.2 4 57.1 4 50.0 0 0 10 31.1

* n Å number of searchers who referred to this discourse.

the restricted collections help searchers to understand and out alternative ways of talking about the topic. It also
appears obvious that the practice of indexing may haveget a specific picture of the literature of the subject area

of the search requests. The discourse of clients was re- certain rules and ways of describing topics which clearly
differ from clients’ discourse. Many times it is even diffi-ferred to mostly by the searchers working in academi-

cally-oriented search environments. The clients in this cult for clients to understand in which way, and why the
topic is described just this way in indexing.type of search environment were experts in their own

domain. It is therefore easy to understand why searchers When constructing queries, professional searchers ap-
pear to do more that just translate, replacing words inwould respect their clients’ discourse and take it into

account when selecting search terms. a search request one-for-one with words from another
discourse. Searchers appear to be more like explorers inThe professional searchers referred more often to the

practice of indexing and to their own search experience different discourses; they know that the same topic, or
concept, may be conceptualized and talked about differ-than the students. The students did not yet have work

experience—either in the area of information storage or ently in various discourses. They appear to think about
candidates for search terms from the different perspec-information retrieval—and so they could not use it in

the selection of search terms. The searchers’ own work tives of discourses, and evaluate and synthesize these
perspectives. For example, one searcher described herexperience affects their decisions, and when they lack this

experience in a discourse, they cannot navigate it. evaluation and synthesis of search terms as follows:
On the basis of the searchers’ justifications of search

terms, we find that the searchers know about discourses (Search request: National groups and ethnic conflicts in
which contain different terms and use terms differently. the Third World and their influence on the activities of
Their abilities to take these sources into account appear international organizations.)

Then [I thought about] the ‘‘Third World.’’ Anotherto vary. Further research is necessary to determine if the
name is ‘‘developing countries.’’ The [controlled] vocab-differences noted here will be statistically significant for
ulary advises to use the term ‘‘developing countries’’larger, diverse populations.
instead of the ‘‘Third World.’’ But I am not sure if the
indexer would have wanted to use the descriptor ‘‘devel-

4. Discussion oping countries’’ when the book is about the Third World.
So I selected, as a first alternative, the free-text terms
‘‘third’’ and ‘‘world’’ with truncations; and as a second4.1. A Meeting Place of Different Discourses
alternative, ‘‘developing countries,’’ both as a descriptor

We propose that the selection of search terms can be and a free-text term. . . . Then I selected this ‘‘national
conceptualized as a meeting place of different discourses groups’’ as a descriptor. I thought they are groups in any
(see Fig. 2) . In our study, searchers appeared to navigate case. In a free-text, they may be anything—it is difficult

to guess—so we can be satisfied with the descriptors.several different discourses during the pre-online stage of
The text is indexed in any case. There are the descriptorsthe search process. It seems plausible that searchers will
‘‘national groups,’’ ‘‘ethnic minorities,’’ ‘‘minorities,’’continue to navigate these discourses, and maybe others,
and ‘‘population groups’’. (ASE-3)during the online stage of the search process. It appears

obvious that a topic of a search request is discussed differ-
ently in controlled vocabulary than in other discourses, Another searcher described her navigation between differ-

ent discourses as follows:e.g., documents. A controlled vocabulary usually rules
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FIG. 2. The selection of search terms as a meeting place of different discourses.

(Search request: The naval strategies of the U.S. and tunistically (see Fig. 3) , based on individual preferences
the Soviet Union with respect to military security of the and availability of resources within each discourse. As
Northern seas.) illustrated in the first quote in the previous section, one

For describing this military part of the search request, searcher began by considering controlled vocabulary and
I selected the descriptors ‘‘naval forces,’’ ‘‘naval de- the practice of indexing. Next, the searcher considered
fense,’’ ‘‘naval war,’’ and ‘‘naval strategies.’’. . . I do

documents, and concluded by considering the controllednot know if they are good ones, but I thought that ‘‘naval
vocabulary again. As illustrated in the second quote in thestrategies’’ is not enough. Therefore, I also added ‘‘naval
previous section, another searcher considered controlledforces,’’ ‘‘naval defense,’’ and ‘‘naval war.’’ I do not
vocabulary, documents, and clients’ words and docu-know if this is the point of view of the request. . . . I
ments, in that order. These examples illustrate that notthought about the topic and that it may be written with

these other words as well. And I do not know how it is all searchers will traverse all discourses. It is also possible
indexed. . . . I suppose that the client knows about the that a searcher will take into account only one discourse.
topic—it is his idea—and that this word ‘‘strategies’’ For example, a novice searcher may not have sufficient
may have been used [in documents.] (STE-2) knowledge about a database to be able to consider how

the database could influence the selection of search terms.
In addition, some searchers may traverse discourses notAccording to Bloom’s (1956) taxonomy of cognitive
identified in our study.skills, evaluation and synthesis are the most difficult skills

The dynamic traversal of discourses is consistent withto master. The evaluation and synthesis of perspectives
findings by Spink and Saracevic (1997) where no patternamong multiple discourses when selecting and combining
among sources of search terms was found. It is also con-search terms may be no different. The search term selec-
sistent with decision-making models in other domains.tion process, like many geographic explorations, may take
For example Sonnenwald (1993), Sonnenwald and Pejt-surprising twists and turns, and not be a linear or sequen-
ersen (1994) and Rasmussen, Pejtersen, and Goodsteintial process.
(1994) observed small groups in naturalistic settings
making design decisions. They found that during the deci-
sion-making process, the group would dynamically shift4.2. The Process of Traversing Discourses
among discourses related to design. No patterns in these
shifts were discernible.Traversing multiple discourses during the search term

Further investigation, including think-aloud experi-selection process does not have to be a linear or sequential
ments, may more fully describe sequences of events dur-process. We propose that searchers may traverse dis-

courses dynamically, moving between discourses oppor- ing the search term selection process during the pre-online
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FIG. 3. Searchers appear to traverse discourses dynamically during the search term process.

and online stages. As Simon (1981) pointed out, the path Documents and domain knowledge often are assigned
a high level of status in our profession and culture. Docu-traversed by an ant across a sandy beach appears random

when viewed from above (a bird’s-eye view). When ments, in particular titles and abstracts, are read frequently
by searchers in the course of their work. This may helpviewed from the perspective of the ant, where the peaks

and valleys of the sandy surface are visible, the ant’s path searchers become knowledgeable about the discourse of
documents in a domain and the domain itself, becauselooks quite rational and efficient.
behind documents, there are always domains; documents
are part of a domain. Previous work or school experience

4.3. Preferences of Discourses and/or interaction with domain experts may further in-
crease their knowledge about a domain.Although this is a preliminary study, the data suggest

Indexing practice is also a component of a searcher’sthat there are several different discourses that are consid-
professional education. However, indexing practice isered as sources for search terms during the pre-online
complex, and its results may be unpredictable. Guidessearch phase. Some discourses did not appear to be per-
to indexing practice may not be as readily accessible toceived as important as others, or equally considered by
searchers as controlled vocabularies and documents.all searchers (see Table 1).
Therefore, indexing practice does not appear to have theControlled vocabularies appear to have a strong posi-
same preference as controlled vocabularies, as it wastion in the selection of search terms in general; 93.8%
mentioned less frequently as a source of search termsof the searchers mentioned controlled vocabularies when
than controlled vocabulary and documents.explaining their selection of search terms. This was

The next discourse mentioned most frequently as afollowed by documents (71.9%), indexing practice
source of search terms was the discourse of the client as(68.8%), clients’ search requests (43.8%), databases
represented by clients’ search requests. It was somewhat(31.1%), and previous search experience (31.1%). The
surprising that the clients’ discourse was ranked fourth.popularity of a discourse may indicate its authority, acces-
This may be explained by the variety and number ofsibility, perceived utility, and familiarity as perceived by
clients’ discourses. It may be difficult for searchers toprofessional searchers. For example, controlled vocabula-
synthesize this variety as compared to a controlled vocab-ries are taught extensively in library and information
ulary or document set or indexing practice, which havestudy programs, and tools such as controlled vocabularies

are usually readily available to searchers. positions of higher authority in the library and informa-
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tion-service culture. Another explanation for searchers not differences in the way searchers navigate various dis-
courses effects search term effectiveness, as measured bymentioning clients’ words is that the fact that clients were

not present when the searchers selected the search terms. criteria important to clients, remains open.
In other studies, when clients’ words were used more
frequently (e.g., Spink & Saracevic, 1997), clients were

4.4. Implications
present. It is obvious that the presence of a client during
the search process would help a professional searcher A model of the search term selection process that ex-

tends the traditional translation model is particularly rele-explore the client’s discourse and select search terms from
the client’s discourse, and this will impact the outcomes vant today because the complexity of the professional

searcher’s task is increasing. Documents in any givenof the search process. A client’s willingness to participate
in the search process and give relevance feedback judg- field (or domain) are now expanding so rapidly that no

one individual can keep up with the literature in a field.ments provide additional ways to navigate, or explore, a
discourse. For example, instead of making assumptions In addition, clients’ needs are increasingly varied and

dynamic as individuals and corporations attempt to suc-about the meaning of a client’s words, the searcher can
ask the client clarifying questions and explore the client’s ceed in the global ‘‘Information Age.’’ Databases and

search tools are increasing in number and variety. In thediscourse in ways not possible without the client being
there. Internet environment, the changes are even larger and

occur more frequently than in the traditional online searchDatabases appear to be conceptually farther distant
from the searcher’s professional world than the other dis- environments. Furthermore, controlled vocabularies are

continually updated with word changes, and our practicecourses discussed thus far. Traditionally, databases have
been designed and developed by computer scientists, sys- of indexing is changing as new research on indexing

emerges. In an era of corporate downsizing and budgettem analysts, and/or marketing executives. As a result,
the discourse of databases may have little in common cutbacks, professional searchers may need to change posi-

tions and, consequently, change specialties more fre-with the discourse of professional searchers. This is not
unique to libraries, information services, and searching, quently than before. In sum, professional searchers are

faced today with the difficult task of managing an ex-of course; a technology-user gap has been observed in
many fields. panding base of information, diverse search requests, and

an increasing variety of search tools.The source mentioned least by searchers was previous
search experience. We do not wish to suggest that search- The model presented in this article proposes that the

pre-online stage of the search term selection process caners are not reflective practitioners. As discussed earlier,
this infrequency may be due to limitations of the research be viewed as the navigation of multiple discourses, in-

cluding controlled vocabulary, documents and the do-method or a difficulty in generalizing across diverse
search experiences. main, the practice of indexing, clients’ words, databases,

and searchers’ previous experience. This suggests thatThe preferences for discourses that emerged in this
study may then, in part, be explained by social aspects searchers may need to understand fundamental aspects

of multiple discourses in order to select search terms.of the discourses. For example, that status ascribed to
various discourses by our profession or society, in gen- Consider, for example, the discourse of databases. Table

2 illustrates several aspects of the discourse of databaseseral, and which can be affected by the presence (or lack
thereof) of individuals, may play a role in the navigation that may be important to understand when selecting

search terms and concepts.of discourses.
A limitation of our study is that we did not explore Perhaps professional searchers should, ideally, know

what a database is and its goals, constraints, principlesthe effectiveness of search terms. Further research is
needed to determine the relationship between search term of interaction, and hidden assumptions with respect to

information. For example, when searchers understand theeffectiveness and the navigation of discourses. That is,
how does the searcher’s preference of, or ability to navi- principles of standard query language (SQL) and first

order predicate logic (FOL), they can create complexgate, discourses influence search results as perceived by
clients. Spink and Saracevic (1997) have begun by identi- search statements in most ( if not all) commercial data-

bases today. These databases translate all queries intofying the effectiveness of search term sources used by
four professional searchers. Other recent research, includ- SQL or FOL statements. Of course, SQL and FOL may

be difficult to learn, and some commercial databases haveing Su (1991, 1996), Barry (1994), and Schamber and
Bateman (1996) has begun to identify a variety of criteria interfaces whose purpose is to shield the user from the

complexities of SQL and FOL. However, the fact remainsthat clients appear to use when evaluating search results.
Building on these results, we can begin to compare differ- that the basis from which the databases operate, or gener-

ate search queries, is SQL and FOL. When searchersences between the navigation of a variety of discourses
and search effectiveness, as measured by criteria im- understand this, they may be able to generate search terms

and concepts for any number of databases, and can do soportant to clients. Interestingly, the question of whether
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TABLE 2. Proposed aspects of the discourse of databases important in the selection of search terms.

Aspect Examples from the discourse of databases

Membership/definition A set of related files, records, data fields, and characters, e.g., OCLC,
INSPEC, KOTI, etc.

Goals To ‘‘match’’ a character string with previously-stored character strings; a
match is done via algorithms that compare characters, sets of characters,
and/or attributes of characters

Constraints Only a part of all information possible is available in any particular database
Principles of interaction For query formulation—standard query language (SQL) and first order

predicate logic (FOL); For human–computer interaction—graphical user
interface (GUI) guidelines and standards

Hidden assumptions with Information is structured data (Borland, 1987)
respect to information

perhaps better than any database interface, with its very traditional translation model. It emphasizes the multiplic-
ity and complexity of sources of search terms, the dy-limited (or no) knowledge of the client’s needs and docu-

ments, ever could. In the future, databases may be based namic nature of the search term selection process, and
the complex analysis and synthesis of differences andon vector space or probabilistic retrieval models and will,

of course, not translate user queries into SQL statements. similarities among sources of search terms. We believe
that this kind of orientation is needed in quickly changingPerhaps understanding these algorithms and internal rep-

resentations would also help professional searchers navi- environments, including the Internet search environment.
It may help us develop better education strategies forgate databases.

This approach may be repeated for each discourse that professional searchers. It may help us design tools that can
more effectively support users, perhaps, by proactivelysearchers navigate when selecting search terms. For ex-

ample, understanding clients’ goals with respect to their sharing information about relevant discourses during the
online search process.information need and the search process, principles of

human communication, and clients’ hidden assumptions Further research is needed to validate and extend the
proposed model. To validate the proposed model, thewith respect to information, may facilitate the reference

interview and/or help the searcher better understand the study reported here needs to be replicated, incorporating
search requests from different domains and includingcomplexities of clients’ search requests. Additional re-

search is required to more fully identify and validate the searchers from additional environments. To extend the
model, we need to investigate the online stage of thefundamental aspects of each discourse that professional

searchers appear to navigate. The question is: What fun- search process and incorporate the results into the model.
Future research should also include investigating whichdamental aspects, or types of knowledge, about discourses

facilitates search term selection and search effectiveness? fundamental aspects, or types of knowledge, about dis-
courses facilitate search term selection and search effec-We need to identify and validate the aspects that facilitate

search term selection across all discourses that profes- tiveness.
sional searchers appear to navigate.

In conclusion, there often are many alternative search
Acknowledgmentsterms for a topic because the same topic may be talked

of differently in various discourses, and these discourses We thank Claudia Gollop, Bob Losee, Mohan Tati-
may change over time. In this study, we show that search- konda, Barbara Wildemuth, Jeanine Williamson, and the
ers did not only translate clients’ words into search terms anonymous reviewers for their comments on earlier ver-
appropriate for the IR system, but they also consider how sions of this article.
the topic is discussed (or represented) in a variety of
discourses, including controlled vocabulary, indexing

Appendix A: The Search Requests Usedpractice, databases, documents and domains, and their
in the Studyown previous search experience. Searchers appear to eval-

uate and synthesize the differences among these dis- The search requests used in the study are based on real
courses when selecting search terms. Individual searchers search requests received at various libraries. Each request
appear to traverse these discourses dynamically, shifting has been translated from Finnish.
opportunistically among discourses and omitting some
discourses. Conceptualizing the selection of search terms 1) Refugees as an international problem

2) The naval strategies of the U.S. and the Soviet Unionas a meeting place of different discourses extends the
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with respect to the military security of the Northern World and their influence on the activities of interna-
tional organizationsseas

3) Border trade between Finland and the Soviet Union 9) Finnish peace-keeping troops in Namibia
10) Social problems, alienation from society, and struc-4) The influence that alternative activities and environ-

mental movements have on social decision-making tural change in society, and their influence on the
control people have over their everyday lives in anand the use of power and on solving global environ-

mental problems affluent society
11) Press subsidies in Finland, Sweden, Norway, and5) Independence movements by the Kurds in Turkey

6) Integration of Europe Denmark and their influence on the profitability of
party newspapers, and the attitudes of the citizens7) Women as candidates, votes received by women can-

didates, and women’s voting behavior in Finland in towards financial support given to political parties,
particularly towards the press subsidiesparliamentary elections in the 1980s

8) National groups and ethnic conflicts in the Third 12) Islam in international politics

Appendix B: Categories for Sources of Search Terms

Category Working defintion Examples

Controlled vocabulary When searchers described how they used a controlled ‘‘I looked at the controlled vocabulary . . .’’
vocabulary to find search terms ‘‘It was in the vocabulary . . .’’

‘‘I used this vocabulary . . .’’
‘‘The vocabulary gave it . . .’’

Documents When searchers spoke about how they thought about ‘‘The title could be . . .’’
the words which may occur in documents in the ‘‘The author of a book might have used these words . . .’’
domain ‘‘In the literature, it might be spoken about . . .’’

Indexing practice When searchers described how they were thinking ‘‘Maybe the book is indexed by these words . . .’’
about the way indexers would have used index ‘‘An indexer should have noticed to use this word . . .’’
terms ‘‘Indexers usually use these words as index words . . .’’

‘‘If there is this aspect in a book, it is always indexed with this
word . . .’’

Clients’ search request When searchers explained that they used the same ‘‘These words came from the search request.’’
word the client had used ‘‘These words were used already in a search request.’’

‘‘I saw this word in the search request.’’
Database When searchers reported they thought about the ‘‘Because the database is so small I need many alternatives

content and structure of a database when making . . .’’
decisions about search terms ‘‘Index terms are enough for this topic in this database . . .’’

‘‘Because of the structure of the database, I tried to imagine
. . .’’

‘‘In the database, there exists/does not exist . . .’’
Searchers’ previous When searchers reported that their selection of terms ‘‘I have a long search experience. Therefore, I prefer these

search experience was based on what they had found and learned specific search terms . . .’’
earlier during an earlier search process ‘‘I have searched this topic earlier and I know . . .’’

‘‘My previous search experience was that it difficult to find
good search terms for this topic. I tried to remember . . .’’
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